**Festivities And Fisticuffs At The Fall Weekend Tent Dance**

**BY SOPHIE MATHEWSON**

Tents and lights were up on the Knowlton Green early Friday morning, October 14, for the SAC-sponsored tent dance.

**BY DASIA LAVRENKOV**

Staff Writer

**Festivities of Fall Weekend were no exception to the fall dance, which took place in the small tent near the Crov home on the north end of the Quad.**
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A Few Bad Apples

The Alumni Tent Dance on the night of Harvestfest has become an institution at Connecticut College. To say that students eagerly look forward to the event is perhaps an understatement—the chance to spend a fall Saturday night outside dancing on Knowlton Green with friends is an occurrence that doesn’t come around often during the course of the school year, and is absolutely one that a large percentage of the student body looks forward to. (The Voice, in fact, rated the Tent Dance #1 on its top-ten list of “Harvestfest Moments”).

The involvement of alcohol, mixed with rowdy behavior and mild debauchery, is par for the course—those attending the dance anticipate such events and, to a large extent, join in themselves. For the vast majority of those in attendance, these elements do not combine to create a hazardous situation. Still, this past weekend was an example of how a small number of individuals can quickly create a dangerous situation for those surrounding them. Nobody at Conn should secretly about—or even consider—the possibility of a physical confrontation at a social event. Students engaging in assaults on fellow students should be removed from campus.

While The Voice unequivocally condemns the actions of those who turned a corner of the tent into an ugly brawl, we cannot, as a community, allow blame to spill over to the event itself. The overwhelming majority of Tent Dance attendees enjoyed themselves and many were granted their first opportunity to see old friends who had recently graduated from Conn. SAC did an excellent job in organizing the event. The Alumni Tent Dance should take place next year, with the general plan unchanged. Canceling what has become a traditional event would be unfair to most of the student body. Unfortunately, it is the persistent malicious actions of a few who will ultimately force the administration to take action regarding social events like the Tent Dance. We cannot afford to let the ugliest element of our community dictate the social policy for everybody else.
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**Inaugural Funk: The Power of Dance**

In this review, the dance company presents a new choreography that explores the power of dance to move and inspire. They tell the story of how dance can impact the world and change lives.

---

**The Turkish and their Clash in 2006**

In the opening song of the second album, the band performs a powerful and uplifting set. The audience is captivated by the energy and passion of the performance.

---

**In Focus: Zooming In and Knocking Down Negative Stereotypes**

The focus is on the importance of challenging negative stereotypes and promoting diversity and inclusion. The article highlights examples of how this can be achieved through music, fashion, and other forms of expression.

---

**The TK and their Clash in 2006**

The second album is a continuation of the band's previous work, but with a stronger impact. In the book, the author discusses the evolution of the band's sound and the influence of various artists on their work.

---

**The TK and their Clash in 2006**

The TK are a popular band known for their catchy songs and engaging performances. In this review, they are praised for their ability to connect with their audience and deliver a memorable show.

---

**The TK and their Clash in 2006**

The TK are a group of dedicated and talented musicians who have been working together for many years. Their latest album is a testament to their musical prowess and their ability to inspire and uplift their fans.

---

**The TK and their Clash in 2006**

The TK are a band that has been on the scene for several years now. They have a loyal following and are known for their dynamic and engaging performances.

---

**The TK and their Clash in 2006**

The TK are a band that has been on the scene for several years now. They have a loyal following and are known for their dynamic and engaging performances.
MARIE ANTOINETTE NEGLECTS FRENCH HISTORY IN FAVOR OF FRIVOLITY

BY ANDREW PALADIN

Those who studied European history in school might know Marie Antoinette as the woman who neglected French history in favor of frivolity. This neglect is not something that is often discussed in the classroom, but it is an important aspect of her life that is often overlooked.

Marie Antoinette was born in 1755, the daughter of Archduke Maximilian III of Austria and Maria Theresa. She was married to Louis XVI of France in 1770 at the age of 14. The marriage was arranged by her mother, the Empress Maria Theresa, with the aim of strengthening the Franco-Austrian alliance.

However, the marriage was not a happy one. Marie Antoinette and Louis XVI had six children, but their relationship was strained. Louis XVI was unhappy with his wife, and Marie Antoinette was bored with her husband. The two did not share the same interests, and their relationship was marked by tension and conflict.

Marie Antoinette's life was marked by a series of political and personal crises. The French Revolution, which began in 1789, was a turning point in her life. She was imprisoned in the Tuileries Palace in Paris and later moved to the Temple Prison, where she was held until her execution in 1793.

Marie Antoinette's legacy is complex. She is often depicted as a frivolous and carefree woman who neglected her duties as queen. However, she was also a woman who was passionate about music, art, and literature. She was a patron of the arts and supported many of the leading figures of the time, including the composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.

In conclusion, Marie Antoinette's neglect of French history in favor of frivolity is a topic that deserves more attention in the classroom. It is an important aspect of her life that reveals much about the woman and her times.

The movie "Marie Antoinette" was released in 2006, directed by Sofia Coppola. The film was a critical and commercial success, and it helped to bring Marie Antoinette's story back into the public consciousness.

---

The text above is a summary of the article. The article discusses Marie Antoinette's neglect of French history in favor of frivolity. The text also mentions the movie "Marie Antoinette," which was released in 2006, and the impact it had on bringing Marie Antoinette's story back into the public consciousness.
Feminist Majority Members Gear Up For Body Awareness Week

The First Installment Of The Abroad Student Interview Series

Don’t Let the P2P Infringement Beast Bite You!

Information Services News and Events

SGA Student Open Forum Minutes:

Diwali Dinner

Avoid the Academic and Legal Sanctions of P2P!

Camels Around The World

Catharsis, the title of the Good Dance Club’s fall show, will feature several choreographers and dancers. (Be photos)

Lily Bowen '07

BY: GREG GOWA

Student Open Forum

Information Services

SGA Student Open Forum Minutes: A Section of the SGA Minutes - 10.12.06

Lily Bowern '07

International Relations/Human Rights Major

The First Installment Of The Abroad Student Interview Series

College Voice: Where did you study abroad?
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Long Live Rock!

continued from page 3

"Arts is a shining example of the "two-world" punk; he is a corny kid waiting for his parents to die so he can get in heritage. Jermaine proves that Green Day still knows how to write a great punk rock song and was able to come up with a fun punk album, even if they did "sell out." Although it may seem weird whether Green Day still retains their punk rock sensibilities or American Idiot, put him in "St. Jimmy" and "Letterbomb," and you'll have your answer.

The problem with punk in general is something a major label's idea. You cannot be punk if you go major; punk is in an attitude, a way of life. Not a sound. Green Day maybe only use one of many "punk" bands to "sellout," or maybe they were becoming more famous because they write great songs with universal themes.

Earth House

continued from page 3

not quite sure yet how to go about Earth House may be a fun way to both seem to be likely candidates, International Relations and History you'll find everything you need to succeed...

HE MADE IT WORK!

Would you like to fill this space with beautiful words? Come work for The Voice!

Parents:

Subscribe to The College Voice!

The College Voice can help you stay informed.

For only $50.00, you will receive 18 issues of the newspaper covering each week of the academic year. Campus news, sports, arts, entertainment, and opinion, will arrive in your mailbox each week.

Imagine calling your son or daughter, and knowing more than he or she about the opening game against Colby. Picture the surprised look on your child's face when you quiz them about conversation.

We urge you to consider subscribing to The Voice. Not only will you be supporting an entirely student-run organization, you will grow intimately involved each week with the workings of the Connecticut College community.

Please make checks payable to The College Voice.
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He Made It Work!

continued from page 4

for everything that he need — be a party, casual, evening, work. He played with backdrops, attires, and that showed truly showed he was the designer to you. People in fashion talk too much about innovation because the idea for one designer is far apart from others, and it is in evidence that the designer is thinking and has a future. Furthermore, innovation is the hallmark of someone who is willing to calculate risk and try something different. Zippers on a white and green-striped dress that is not candy-striped at all that have no function? These unconventional moves keep fashion interesting and progressive.

Parents are responsible for a view of highly recognizable designers and the New School of Design truly belongs in its fold. With Tim Gunn at the helm, Parsons is the standout design school, and there is room for strong alumni like Marc Jacobs, Narciso Rodriguez, Donna Karan and Tom Ford.

Schedule of Camelympics Events

Friday, October 20
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Saturday, October 21
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If you have enclosed a $50 check or money order for twenty-two issues of the newspaper.

Mailing Address:

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

MAIL AT ONCE TO:
The College Voice

Box 4970 Connecticut College

270 Mohagen Hall

New London, CT 06320

Please make checks payable to The College Voice
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Parents: Subscribe to The College Voice!
Across:
1. Bunny's tail
5. Skiwies
9. Man of steel?
14. Dig this
15. "Germinal" novelist
16. "Germinal" novelist
17. Kind of clause
19. Put the whammy on
20. Fort McHenry sight
22. Desert
26. Pierced-lip people
27. It's a cinch in Japan
28. Dean's singing partner
30. Before you know it
31. Bond market developer?
34. "September___" (Neil Diamond hit)
36. "Grand Canyon Suite" composer Ferde
38. "Brown Eyed Girl" singer
41. One of Salome's seven
45. Swan song
46. Sanctions
47. "Just as I thought!"
49. Language Jesus spoke
50. Sesame Street quintet
51. Targets for modern mice
52. "As You Like It" forest and emphatic turndown
53. "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
54. Dollops
56. "Pow!"
58. "Huzzah, Jose!"
59. Reduction in strength
60. For the birds?
61. Touch _ (make contact)
62. Millennia
63. Al Capp's Pansy Yokum
64. "Grand Canyon Suite" composer Ferde
65. "Brown Eyed Girl" singer

Down:
1. Bound bundle
2. Kramer of "Seinfeld"
3. "The Wreck of the Mary Deare" author
4. Some Post boxes are full of them
5. "Brown Eyed Girl" singer
6. Curriculum (resume)
7. Raid rival
8. He did the Lord's work
9. Detox center
10. Greek horseshoes?
11. Jazz cornetist
12. "Huzzah, Jose!"
13. "Just as I thought!"
14. "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
15. "Germinal" novelist
16. "Germinal" novelist
17. Kind of clause
21. Blow a gasket
22. Heat of the Day
24. Kim of "The Mirror Crack'd"
25. Blow a gasket
26. "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
27. It's a cinch in Japan
28. Dean's singing partner
29. In due time
30. Before you know it
31. Bond market developer?
32. "As You Like It" forest and emphatic turndown
33. Emphatic turndown
34. "September___" (Neil Diamond hit)
35. "Brown Eyed Girl" singer
36. "Grand Canyon Suite" composer Ferde
37. "Just as I thought!"
38. Wide open
39. In due time
40. Psyche segments
41. Some Post boxes are full of them
42. Gratis
43. "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
44. Immovable pileup
45. Swan song
46. Sanctions
47. "Just as I thought!"
48. Wacko
49. Champing at the bit
50. Sesame Street quintet
51. Targets for modern mice
52. Perfume by burning
53. "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
54. Dollops
55. "Row, Row, Row Your Boat"
56. "Pow!"
57. Gardner of "Seven Days in May"
58. Take-away matchsticks game
59. Reduction in strength
60. For the birds?
61. Touch _ (make contact)
62. Millennia
63. Al Capp's Pansy Yokum
64. "Grand Canyon Suite" composer Ferde
65. "Brown Eyed Girl" singer

Fun With Sudoku!

Hard

Easy
Top Ranked Amherst Edges Past Women’s Soccer At Home, 2-0
Dr. Matt Fava
sports writer
The Camels women’s soccer team had a disappointing Fall Weekend in their match against Bowdoin College this past Saturday. Annie Voit, CC Class of 2006, performed their match against Bowdoin.

The Camels came into the game wanting to give their seniors, including co-captain Claire Rubens, a favorable send off with a victory over their NESAC opponents. The game was played close for the first half, and it looked as though it could go either way. The possession went back and forth, with Cambridge controlling the majority of the first half, but they were unable to find their finishing touch.

The opening score came in the 29th minute and the second in the 45th minute, just before the half. The Camels were not going to give in just yet, and they did all they could to overcome the 2-0 deficit. Sharon Kane ’10 started off the attack for the Camels with a goal in the 75th minute. The assist came from Camel leading scorer Jackie Wade ’08, who seems to find a way to make a noticeable difference both on the field and in the stat sheet— in every game. Unfortunately for the Camels, Bowdoin followed this strike with five consecutive scores, three of which completed a hat trick for Ann Ziegler ’08, making the score 7-1, leaving Cambridge searching for 5-1. Cami did manage to go out with a bang in the 86th minute of play, when a beautiful cross from Claire Rubens ’07 resulted in a textbook header finish from Claire Linden ’08.

Following this 6-2 loss, the Camels faced the top team in the NESAC from Amherst College. Bowdoin, ranked 20th in the country, the Lord Jeffs reputation for their winning ways preceded them. After traveling to Amherst, Connecticut College would certainly have a financier who is willing to finance the player’s career, and the country gets guaranteed service from a very talented but a lack of financial risk, high return investment. The union likened it to human schemes in Britain. The union likened it to human needs.
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Detroit Tigers are going to the World Series (let the party begin!).

The Detroit Tigers are going to the World Series. After years of waiting, the Tigers are finally in the playoffs once again.

With just three games left to play in October, the Connecticut College women’s field hockey team stands at 5-4 with a victory against Mount Holyoke and losses to Trinity and Brandeis since last report.

TheBraves had an impressive showing against Trinity College on October 7th, but ultimately fell short of their NESCAC mark with a final score of 2-0. Trinity’s Marnie Ziche accounted for the loss of the game. It was her game winning goal that came with just 0:14 left in the contest. Katie Del Rossi was given the assist on the score. Jillian Llewellyn had saves for Trinity and Conn College's Jamie Shewmaker had 10 recorded saves with one goal against the Braves.

The next game against CC was the result of a Frontier Field Infielder decision.

With just three games left to play in October, the Connecticut College women’s field hockey team stands at 5-4 with a victory against Mount Holyoke and losses to Trinity and Brandeis since last report.
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